MEMORANDUM

TO : TITA TUBONGBANUA, EPSvR
     NORHATTAH C. DAUD, PSDL
     NOR-AMILLEE A. SANGGACALA, ESP
     DIANGCA B. MACABANDING, ESP
     FATIMA ASUM, ESP
     CALIMA MANGATE, ESP
     MAMILAWAN CALLI, ESP
     NAIMA S. TAMANO, MT
     SAIDAMEN M. OMAR, Teacher
     LEAP TRAINING PARTICIPANTS
     This Division

SUBJECT : LANGUAGE ENHANCEMENT AND PEDAGOGY (LEAP) AND ARABIC EMERGENT READING (AER) TRAINING OF ALIVE ASATIDZ

In preparation for the upcoming Language Enhancement and Pedagogy (LEAP) and Arabic Emergent Reading (AER) Training of ALIVE ASATIDZ that shall be conducted on February 1-25, 2017, participants and members of the Composite Team are directed to attend a meeting on January 26, 2017 at Kauswagan Central Elementary School, Kauswagan, Lanao del Norte.

For information and compliance.

EMMALINDA E. DUHAYLUNGSOD, CESO V
Schools Division Superintendent